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Consideration should be given to Recreational Sea Angling (RSA) and marine 
conservation to ensure they have a place in the future management of the 
marine environment.RSA has the potential for providing many opportunities in 
the tourism and tackle trade sector ( RSA is a huge commercial sector in the 
USA ). It already has a good base in the UK to build upon and with proper 
conservation measures it could expand and provide many opportunities. 
  
In the late 60`s and 70`s before intensive inshore trawling destroyed the upper 
Clyde and it`s sea lochs there were scores of Angling charter boats , hire 
boats ,hotel trade and tackle shops (Dumbarton and the Vale area had four 
tackle shops at that time ) catering for the demand from sea 
anglers .Thousands of anglers from all over the UK and even a few from 
abroad came to fish these waters , indeed European cod festivals were held 
on the Clyde , the Clyde had the title European Cod capital. All this was lost to 
allow a few inshore trawlers to systematically destroy the area and after a few 
short years leave it a ploughed up marine desert. Now there are no speciallist 
tackle shops in the Dumbarton / Vale area and no charter boats in the upper 
Clyde. 
  
In 2001 after more than 20 years of lying barren upper Loch Fyne showed 
some signs of a small recovery and anglers flocked from all over Scotland to 
enjoy the revival , indeed a local boat hirer began operating from Furnace. It 
didn`t last long as the commercial fishing fleet from further down the Clyde got 
wind of it and  just one or two trawlers arrived and in less than a year turned 
upper loch Fyne back to a barren desert before departing to there more usual 
grounds. 
  
I believe future marine policy should try to reverse as much as possible these 
disastorous consequences. As a start i would like to see the upper Clyde and 
sea lochs protected from the destruction wreaked by inshore trawling.There is 
also now a large Grimsby based long liner targetting non quota species in the 
sea lochs and inshore grounds around the west coast of Scotland. In two 
short months one of these boats destroyed Loch Sunart of it`s spurdog ,skate 
and ray population .Two years later it is still barren.Up until then loch Sunart 
was beginning to enjoy a boom in RSA .I would like to see protection from this 
type of destructive commercial activity to. 
 


